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Abstract. In a common personal computer environment, 3D objects are pro-
jected on the screen 2-dimensionally, and the project result is based on: (1)

The relative position and angle of the object and the observer; (2) Observing

method, for example, alpha channel or image distortion. Among most of the
3D objects, human models usually are very high regarded; indeed, creating

motive human model is the technique which the game designers want to mas-

ter, as human are so curious about themselves, and the related mathematics
and the technique of computer efficiency are treated as a challenge. Although

this is not a fresh topic, obviously, it is still very specialized, we want to ex-

press it effectively and simply by mathematics.
Though the research of the construction, appearance design, and the limbs

motions of human model, we hope we can extend to other 3D objects, and let

the program designer to design a popular 3D model designing tools by using
the result of the research.

1. Projecting 3D object to a surface

The technique of 3D projection is very important in 3D programming. For
example, if a computer programmer needs to write a game with virtual 3D
space, he must master this technique before he can create anything.

This section will discuss the usage of 3D projection in 3D space creation
of a computer game.

First, there are three basic elements in 3D projection:

1This work is done under the supervision of the authors’ teacher, Mr. Chi-Keung Chan.
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1q object;

2q virtual space;

3q observer. (1.1)

Among these three elements, Virtual space is absolute, object and observer
can be treated as a point of the space. What the programmer needed to
do is to grasp the relationship of them, and let the players can act as the
observers, and observe the virtual space on a 2D screen.

Therefore the programmer needs to know how to project 3D object on a
2D screen.

First, the coordinate of an object and observer are defined as below:

Figure 1

Now the object is located at the center of the virtual space, originp0, 0, 0q,
and:

1q the positive value of Z-axis as ‘Forward’;

2q the positive value of Y -axis as ‘Upward’;

3q the positive value of X-axis as ‘Left’. (1.2)

Let the coordinate of observer be p0, 0, 1q and:

1q the positive value of Y -axis as ‘Upward’;

2q the observer is located toward origin. (1.3)
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Figure 2 show the screen at this setting (without transparency), where the
point in virtual space with coordinate P px0, y0, z0q is displaying on the
screen, and the respect displaying coordinate is px0, y0q.

Figure 2

1.1. 3D transformation

Before investigating the image obtained when the observer changes the po-
sition, we will introduce three matrix formula about 3D transformation, let

RXÑZpθq �
�
�cos θ 0 � sin θ

0 1 0
sin θ 0 cos θ

�
�

RYÑZpθq �
�
�1 0 0

0 cos θ � sin θ
0 sin θ cos θ

�
�

RYÑXpθq �
�
� cos θ sin θ 0
� sin θ cos θ 0

0 0 1

�
� (1.4)

That means:
(1) When a point P px0, y0, z0q in a virtual space rotates θ degrees from X-
axis to Z-axis by Y -axis, the new coordinate px0, y0, z0q can be obtained by
the following formula:

�
�x1y1
z1

�
� � RXÑZpθq �

�
�x0

y0

z0

�
� (1.5)
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(2) And from Y -axis to Z-axis by X-axis:

�
�x1y1
z1

�
� � RYÑZpθq �

�
�x0

y0

z0

�
� (1.6)

(3) From Y -axis to X-axis by Z-axis:

�
�x1y1
z1

�
� � RYÑXpθq �

�
�x0

y0

z0

�
� (1.7)

Assume the position of the observer change from p0, 0, 1q to p3, 4, 2q, then
the respect displaying coordinate P 1px1i, y1i, z1iq of any point in virtual space
P pxi, yi, ziq can be obtained by any one of the following formulas:

�
�x1iy1i
z1i

�
� � RYÑZptan�1 4?

22 � 32
qRXÑZptan�1 3

2
q
�
�xiyi
zi

�
� (1.8)

�
�x1iy1i
z1i

�
� � RXÑZptan�1 3?

22 � 42
qRYÑZptan�1 4

2
q
�
�xiyi
zi

�
� (1.9)

�
�x1iy1i
z1i

�
� � RYÑZptan�1

?
32 � 42

2
qRYÑXptan�1 3

4
q
�
�xiyi
zi

�
� (1.10)

Among these three formulas, (1.8) is the most suitable for calculating ac-
cording to the way of human thinking based on the conditions (1.2).

Figure 3 shows the geometric meaning of (1.8), and RXÑZptan�1 3
2q rep-

resents the observer moves from Ap0, 0,?22 � 32 � 42q to Bp3
?

22�32�42

22�32 ,

0, 2
?

22�32�42

22�32 q, and RYÑZptan�1 4?
22�32

q represents the observer moves from

B to Cp3, 4, 2q.
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Figure 3

Figure 4 shows the screen after transforming:

Figure 4

If we multiply (1.8) by RYÑXpθzq, that means it will further rotate θz de-
grees clockwise as shown in Figure 5 :

Figure 5

Actually the algorithm of this 3D transformation is simulating the way of
using photo camera. For example, you are handling a camera and want to
move from point A to point B, you first will move horizontally and then
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vertically to the target.

If we want to magnify the screen by m times, and generalize (1.8), that
means:

1q The coordinate of observer is pOx, Oy, Ozq;
2q The observer faces pCx, Cy, Czq (1.11)

and

�
�x1iy1i
z1i

�
� �

�
�m 0 0

0 m 0
0 0 m

�
�RYÑXpθzq

RYÑZptan�1 Oy � Cya
pOx � Cxq2 � pOz � Czq2

q

RXÑZptan�1 Ox � Cx
Oz � Cz

q
�
�xi � Cx
yi � Cy
zi � Cz

�
� (1.12)

In the view of observer, if we only consider the degree of moving of the
default position (observing degree), we can simplify (1.12) as below:

�
�x1iy1i
z1i

�
� �

�
�m 0 0

0 m 0
0 0 m

�
�RYÑXpθzqRYÑZpθxqRXÑZpθyq

�
�xi � Cx
yi � Cy
zi � Cz

�
� (1.13)

If we require the result become more transparent, we can process x1i and y1i
in (1.13) as below:

x2i �
x1iW

2 tan φ
2 pD � z1iq

y2I �
y1iW

2 tan φ
2 pD � z1iq

(1.14)

And W is the width of the screen, φ is the viewing angle of the observer.
D � apOx � Cxq2 � pOy � Cyq2 � pOz � Czq2 is the distance between the
observer and the observing point. Therefore the screen can only display the
point which D ¡ z1i.
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1.2. Controlling the view of a 3D virtual space

When we are observing a certain point in the virtual space in a program and
want to change the view, drag-and-drop by mouse is a common method by
which we can change the viewing angle arbitrarily, in this section, we will
construct a controlling algorithm and the respect mathematical formulas.

Figure 6

In Figure 6, assume the user drag fromApx0, y0q to Bpx1, y1q, and |OA| ¤ D,
|OB| ¤ D. Let A and B be the image of A1 and B1 respectively, and A1 and
B1 are located on the surface of a sphere with centre p0, 0, 0q and radius D,
so the coordinate of A1 and B1 are:

A1px0, y0,
a
D2 � |OA|2q

B1px1, y1,
a
D2 � |OB|2q (1.15)

When we drag the point, the whole space will rotate certain degrees by an
axis passing though the origin, and then A1 and B1 will move to their orig-
inal location. (The location of A1 and B1 is relate to the computer screen,
that is the centre of this coordinate system is defined by the point that the
observer observes, but not the center of the virtual space. In this section,
we called this type of coordinate system ‘observer space’.)

The following are the calculating algorithm:
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(1) Rotate the point in the observer space by Z-axis so that the Y-coordinate
of A1 becomes 0.

Figure 7

(2) Rotate the point in the observer space by Y -axis so that the coordinate
of A1 becomes p0, 0, Dq.

Figure 8

(3) Rotate the point in the observer space by Z-axis so that the Y-coordinate
of B1 becomes 0.

Figure 9
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(4) Rotate the point in the observer space by Y -axis so that A1 can arrive
the position of B1.

Figure 10

(5) Reverse the procedure (3), (2) and (1), so that A1 moves to the original

position of B1, px1, y1,
a
D2 � |OB|2q.
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From these five procedures, we obtained the formula of a certain point in
the observing space P pxi, yi, ziq moves to new coordinate P 1px1i, y1i, z1iq as
A1px0, y0, z0q moved to the original position of B1px1, y1, z1q.

Let:

radius of the sphere � D

θ1 � tan�1p y0

x0
q

θ2 � cos�1pz0

D
q

θ3 � tan�1p yT
xT

q

θ4 � cos�1pzT
D
q�

�xTyT
zT

�
� � RXÑZpθ2qRYÑZpθ1q

�
�x1

y1

z1

�
�

then:

�
�x1iy1i
z1i

�
� � RYÑZp�θ1qRXÑZp�θ2qRYÑXp�θ3qRXÑZp�θ4q

RYÑXpθ3qRXÑZpθ2qRYÑXpθ1q
�
�xiyi
zi

�
� (1.16)

Obviously, if every point in the observer space needs to calculate, the amount
of calculation will be very huge, and observer space is the projection of vir-
tual space, if we change the position of the point in observer space directly,
the projection relationship will be terminated, and we cannot change the
view anymore, so this formula is used to find the position of observer in
virtual space only.

First, the observer faces the origin, and the distance to the origin is 1,
assume we do not know the observing angle, that is θx, θy, θz in (1.13), but
we know the position of the points p1, 0, 0q, p0, 1, 0q, p0, 0, 1q in the observer
space are px0, y0, z0q, px1, y1, z1q, px2, y2, z2q respectively, so we can use the
following simultaneous equation to find out θx, θy, θz.
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$'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''&
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''%

�
�x0

y0

z0

�
��

�
� cos θy cos θz � sin θy sin θx sin θz
� cos θy sin θz � sin θy sin θx cos θz

sin θy cos θx

�
�

� RYÑXpθzqRYÑZpθxqRXÑZpθyq
�
�1

0
0

�
� (1.17a)

�
�x1

y1

z1

�
��

�
�cos θx sin θz

cos θx cos θz
sin θx

�
�

� RYÑXpθzqRYÑZpθxqRXÑZpθyq
�
�0

1
0

�
� (1.17b)

�
�x2

y2

z2

�
��

�
�� sin θy cos θz � cos θy sin θx sin θz

sin θy sin θz � cos θy sin θx cos θz
cos θy cos θx

�
�

� RYÑXpθzqRYÑZpθxqRXÑZpθyq
�
�0

0
1

�
� (1.17c)

When the viewing angle changes, we can substitute px0, y0, z0q, px1, y1,
z1q, px2, y2, z2q into (1.16) to obtain px10, y10, z10q, px11, y11, z11q, px12, y12, z12q, and
substitute them into (1.17) to obtain new viewing angle θx, θy, θz, so that
we can use the new viewing angle to calculate the projection image of the
virtual space.

That’s all of the method of controlling the view of observer.

2. Constructing curves on a plane surface

In section 1, we have obtained the formula about the relationship between
virtual space and observers. In this section, we will investigate a basic re-
lationship between virtual space and object: Creating objects in the virtual
space. In practice, some basic mathematical functions or its varied form
such as spherical surface formulas x2 � y2 � z2 � R2, hyperbolic paraboloid
formulas y2 � x2 � z2 are not enough. To create objects in virtual space, a
curved surface formula is necessary. But before calculating complex curved
surface formula, it is essential for us to master the 2D curve, and this will
help 3D model designer to understand the characteristic of curved surface
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and basic requirement of curved surface, also help us to master some basic
mathematical methods. So the main theme of this section is curves.

2.1. Requirements of constructing a curve

First, we need to decide an operating method to construct curves, after
comparing with some commercial software such as Photoshop, painter, the
following method is the most efficient and convenient[1]:

First, drag point A to B1, and B will appear which
ÝÝÑ
AB1 � �ÝÝÑAB, then

drag D to C 1, and C will appear which
ÝÝÑ
DC 1 � �ÝÝÑDC. Finally a curve is

constructed according to point A, B, C and D shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11

This curve has the following characteristics:
(1) Starts from point A, and ends at point D.

(2) Initial direction is same as
ÝÝÑ
AB, and ending direction is same as

ÝÝÑ
CD.

Now, if we drag G to F 1, F will appear which
ÝÝÑ
GF 1 � �ÝÝÑGF , so another

curve defined by D, C 1, G, F will appear in Figure 12.

We can see that if we continuously drag the points, we can easily and accu-
rately construct a series of smooth curves.

After confirming the operating method, we need to find the mathematical
formula which is suitable to confirm the shape of the curve. And a suitable
mathematical formula can be found in the following two ways:

(i) Find a formula which can represent a curve defined by A, B, C and
D four points.
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Figure 12

(ii) Add a point E other than A, B, C, D, and find a formula which can
represent two part of curves defined by A, B, E and E, C, D respectively,
and two curves are joint at E and E is on BC where the slopes of these two
curves at E are the same.

Figure 13. Method 2

We choose method (ii) to investigate, as there are three reasons:

(1) The research can be done from simple to complex sequentially; first
we find some formulas which represent the curves that can be defined by 3
points only, and try to convert the formulas to 4-point version.

(2) The curve mentioned in method (ii) can be treated as two curves defined
by three points, and it can also be treated as a curve defined by five points,
so the shape of the curve will be more various than the curves that directly
defined by four points.

(3) The curve mentioned in method (i) has been used by common com-
mercial drawing software nowadays: Bezier Curve [1]. (The curve in Figure
11 is Bezier Curve). This curve has been introduced long time ago, but
after comparing the curves in figure 11 and figure 13, we hope these 4-point-
defined curves can also be tangent to BC at certain point that can let the
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users control the position of the curve easier, moreover, after considering
the situation that BCD lies on the same straight line, we believe that only
the curve constructed by method (ii) can satisfy our requirement.

So in this section, we need to consider the following problems:

Let ABC be an triangle, if we need to construct a smooth curve which
satisfies the following conditions:

1) Start from A and end at B;

2) Initial direction is same as
ÝÝÑ
AB, and ending direction is same as

ÝÝÑ
CD.

Figure 14

2.2. The methods of constructing curves

2.2.1. Method 1 - Circle array

In the view of geometry, we first consider the method of constructing curve
by the arc of circle as below:

Figure 15. Circle array

The curve was drawn as the figure, the curve was formed by two parts of arc
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of the circle, E and F are the centers of two arcs, and D is the connecting
point of the arcs. As it is required that the slopes of two arc at D are equal,
so D, E, F three points will be on the same straight line. Obviously, a curve
can be constructed if we locate the position of D.

Now we consider the position of D:

Figure 16

Let

=CAB � a

=ABC � b

=BCA � c

=DAB � p

=DBA � q (2.1)

From Figure 16, we know that:

=ADB � =DAE �=DBF (2.2)

=ABD � 180� � pp� qq (2.3)

Since =CAE � =CBE � 90�, we have

=BAE � 90� � a

=ABF � 90� � b (2.4)

=DAE � 90� � a� p

=DBF � 90� � b� q

Therefore,

=ADB � 180� � pa� bq � pp� qq
� c� pp� qq (2.5)

180� � pp� qq � c� pp� qq
p� q � 180� � c

2
(2.6)
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=ADB � 180� � c

2
(2.7)

From (2.7), we know that D is a moving point with a circle arc locus, and
the shape as shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17

Because angle at centre is twice of angle at circumference,

v � 180� � c (2.8)

g � 180� � c (2.9)

Therefore, A, C, B, G are concyclic.

Figure 18. A, C, B, G are concyclic.
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From the above result, we can find out the position of G by the following
method:

Figure 19. Circumscribed circle

1) Draw the circumscribed circle of triangle ABC, and let the centre of the
arc AB be G.

Figure 20. Circle with radius AG and center G

2) Draw a circle with radius AG and center G.

Figure 21. The intersection point of CG and the big circle should
be considered.
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3) As D is necessarily inside triangle ABC, in order to choose the best point
D, the intersection point of CG and the big circle should be considered.

As the angle at circumference and the arc length are directly proportional,
CG is the angle bisector of angle ACB.

But the location of D is still not trivial enough, so we rearrange the data:

Figure 22

Because the angles are equal in same segment,

=CGB � =CAB � a (2.10)

=CGA � =CBA � b (2.11)

=BAG � =BCG � c

2
(2.12)

=GDA � =GAD � 180� � b

2
(2.13)

=DAB � 180� � b

2
� c

2
� a

2
(2.14)

Similarly,

=DBA � b

2
(2.15)

Therefore D is the center of the inscribed circle of triangle ABC.
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Figure 23. D is the center of the inscribed circle of triangle ABC.

2.2.2. Method 2 - Elliptic arc

From method 1, in order to construct the curve which satisfies the conditions
of Figure 15, at most two circle arcs are needed, and only one is needed if
we switch to elliptic arc. And Figure 24 shows the concept:

Figure 24. Elliptic arc

Actually, we can treat ellipse as “Distorted circle” as shown in Figure 25.

Figure 25. Distorted circle
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We have the process as below:

Figure 26. Parallelogram

Add a point D inside the ellipse which ABCD form a parallelogram, and
extend the parallelogram for four times to gain a larger parallelogram, so
that D is the center of the large parallelogram and the inscribed ellipse.
Finally we need to find the parameter of the ellipse.

Figure 27. Ellipse A

Let the ellipse be a functional curve Ellipse A (Figure 27) on the coordinate
system, and let the coordinate as below:
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Apa, bq
Bpc, dq

Cpa� c, b� dq
Dp0, 0q (2.16)

And we can know that the slope at point A and B are

A :
d

c

B :
b

a
(2.17)

Let ellipse A be

Px2 �Qy2 �Rxy � 1 (2.18)

By differentiating both sides, we have

2Pxdx� 2Qydy �Rpxdy � ydxq � 0 (2.19)

And we have the following simultaneous equations to solve for P , Q and R:

$'&
'%
Pa2 �Qb2 �Rab � 1 (2.20a)

Pc2 �Qd2 �Rcd � 1 (2.20b)

2Pac� 2Qbd�Rpad� bcq � 0 (2.20c)

By solving, we have

P � b2 � d2

pad� bcq2

Q � a2 � c2

pad� bcq2 (2.21)

Sub P and Q into (2.20c):

R � �2pPac�Qbdq
ad� bc

� �2rpb2 � d2qac� pa2 � c2qbds
pad� bcqpad� bcq2

� �2pab� cdq (2.22)
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And Ellipse A can be rewritten as:

pb2 � d2qx2 � pa2 � c2qy2 � 2pab� cdqxy � pad� bcq2 (2.23)

pay � bxq2 � pcy � dxq2 � pad� bcq2 (2.24)

The formula of Ellipse A has been found, but it cannot be used directly in
curve constructing as:

(1) The coordinate of drawing point cannot be found easily;
(2) The start point and end point of the curve cannot not be located easily.

The best way is to transform (2.24) into parametric function:

Figure 28

The parametric formula of a straight line starting from A to B: p0 ¤ t ¤ 1q
x � p1� tqa� tc

y � p1� tqb� td (2.25)

Sub (2.25) into LHS of (2.24)

tarp1� tqb� tds � brp1� tqa� tcsu2 � tcrp1� tqb� tds
� drp1� tqa� tcsu2

� rab� apd� bqt� ab� bpc� aqts2 � rcb� cpd� bqt� ad� dpc� aqts2
� pad� bcq2t2 � rpcb� adq � pcb� adqts2
� pad� bcq2p2t2 � 2t� 1q (2.26)

Comparing (2.26) with RHS of (2.24), the parametric formula of drawing
arc AB can be gained as below:
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x � p1� tqa� tc?
2t2 � 2t� 1

y � p1� tqb� td?
2t2 � 2t� 1

(2.27)

The obstacle met in (2.24) has been overcome.

Finally, substitute the arbitrary values into A, B, C.

Apx0, y0q
Bpx1, y1q
Cpx2, y2q (2.28)

The coordinate of D � px0 � x1 � x2, y0 � y1 � y2q (2.29)

Therefore, the parameter in (2.27) should be changed into:

a � x2 � x1

b � y2 � y1

c � x2 � x0

d � y2 � y0 (2.30)

And the result:

x � x0 � x1 � x2 � p1� tqpx2 � x1q � tpx2 � x0q?
2t2 � 2t� 1

y � y0 � y1 � y2 � p1� tqpy2 � y1q � tpy2 � y0q?
2t2 � 2t� 1

(2.31)

From these two methods, we know that if we switch to common conic curves
to be a curve constructing tool, we can guarantee the curves drawn satisfy
the conditions of Figure 15 , also by controlling the eccentricity e we can
change the bending rate of the curve as shown in Figure 29:
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Figure 29. controlling the eccentricity

However, it is tedious and ineffective if we use this method to find the suit-
able parametric function of conic formula, so we will not consider here.

2.2.3. Method 3 - Distortion of circle

In method 2, we have mentioned that “Ellipse may be treated as a distorted
circle”, beside ellipse, actually we have also tried to distort known circle
formula as below:

Figure 30

As shown in Figure 30, “Distortion” is only the transformation of coordinate
system, if the transformed curve (coordinate system (ii)) can be displayed
directly on the coordinate system (i), that means the aim is achieved.

First, let the formula of curve in coordinate system (i) be

y � fpxq �
a

1� x2 p0 ¤ x ¤ 1q (2.32)

Let P pxi, yiq be a point on the curve, then:

ÝÝÑ
DP � t

ÝÝÑ
DB � fptqÝÝÑDA p0 ¤ t ¤ 1q (2.33)
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Similarly in Figure 2.2.3.2, let P 1pxj , yjq be a point on the curve of coordinate
system (ii), then:

ÝÝÝÑ
D1P 1 � t

ÝÝÝÑ
D1B1 � fptqÝÝÝÑD1A1 p0 ¤ t ¤ 1q (2.34)

Figure 31

So we can easily find out the parametric formula of distorted curve now. Let
the coordinate of A1, B1, C 1, D1 in coordinate system (i) be

Apx0, y0q
Bpx1, y1q
Cpx2, y2q
Dpx0 � x1 � x2, y0 � y1 � y2q (2.35)

By (2.34), we can get a parametric formula:

X � x0 � x1 � x2 � tpx2 � x0q � fptqpx2 � x1q
Y � y0 � y1 � y2 � tpy2 � y0q � fptqpy2 � y1q (2.36)

This method can also be used on the others common functional curve, such
as y � xn or y � n

?
1� xn. Before them, we can find more other methods

of distorting the circle.

This circle distorting method has a weak point, as the formulas need to
run by computer, and then the variable t in the formulas will be substituted
by a sequence of increasing numbers from 0 to 1, for example, if it is re-
quired that the curve is formed by five straight line segment, the program
will substitute the following numbers into t:

0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1 (2.37)

And the result as Figure 32.
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Figure 32. Curve formed by five straight line segments

We can see that the lengths of the line segments vary, and we have found
two methods to improve the situation:

(1) Replace t with

sinpπt
2
q (Upper curve in Figure 33)

or pπ
2
� 2qt3 � pπ � 3qt2 � π

2
t (Lower curve in Figure 33). (2.38)

Figure 33

Figure 34. Result

(2) Change the distortion method by changing the grouping method of vec-
tors of Figure 31 as Figure 35:
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Figure 35

Let
ÝÑ
AP � t

ÝÝÑ
AB, then

|ÝÝÑDP | �
a

2t2 � 2t� 1. (2.39)

Therefore,

ÝÝÑ
DQ �

ÝÝÑ
DP?

2t2 � 2t� 1

�
ÝÝÑ
DA� t

ÝÝÑ
AB?

2t2 � 2t� 1
. (2.40)

Similarly, the parametric function can be made by making the assumption
same as (2.35):

Since

ÝÝÑ
OQ1 � ÝÝÑ

OD1 �ÝÝÝÑ
D1Q1

� ÝÝÑ
OD1 �

ÝÝÑ
D1A� t

ÝÝÑ
A1B1

?
2t2 � 2t� 1

, (2.41)

we have

X � x0 � x1 � x2 � x2 � x1 � tpx1 � x0q?
2t2 � 2t� 1

Y � y0 � y1 � y2 � y2 � y1 � tpy1 � y0q?
2t2 � 2t� 1

(2.42)

and the result is the same as (2.31).

2.2.4. Method 4 - Distortion of general function

As mentioned in method 3, curves such as y � xn or y � n
?

1� xn can also
be distorted. Actually every formula of y � fpxq can be distorted in same
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way if they satisfy the following conditions:

1qfp0q � 0

2qf 1p0q � 0 (2.43)

Figure 36

In Figure 36, let the coordinates of the points in coordinate system (i) be

Ap0, 0q
Bpa, fpaqq

Cpa� fpaq
f 1paq , 0q

Dp fpaq
f 1paq , fpaqq

Epa, 0q
F p0, fpaqq (2.44)
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Let P pxi, yiq be a point on the curves, then

ÝÑ
AP � xi

a

ÝÑ
AE � fpxiq

fpaq
ÝÝÑ
EB

� xi
a

ÝÑ
AC � xi

a

ÝÝÑ
CE � fpxiq

fpaq
ÝÝÑ
EB

� xi
a

ÝÑ
AC �

�
xi
a
� fpxiq
fpaq


ÝÝÑ
CE � fpxiq

fpaq p
ÝÝÑ
CE �ÝÝÑ

EBq

� xi
a

ÝÑ
AC �

�
xi
a
� fpxiq
fpaq


�� fpaq
f 1paq

a� fpaq
f 1paq

�
ÝÑAC � fpxiq

fpaq p
ÝÝÑ
CBq

� xif
1paq � fpxiq

af 1paq � fpaq
ÝÑ
AC � fpxiq

fpaq
ÝÝÑ
CB (2.45)

And we make the assumption same as (2.35), and let P 1pat, fpatqq be a point
on the curve of the coordinate system (ii), then by

ÝÝÑ
AP 1 � ÝÝÑ

AA1 �ÝÝÑ
A1P 1

� ÝÝÑ
AA1 � atf 1paq � fpatq

af 1paq � fpaq
ÝÝÑ
A1C 1 � fpatq

fpaq
ÝÝÑ
C 1B1 p0 ¤ t ¤ 1q (2.46)

We can write down the parametric formula:

X � x0 � atf 1paq � fpatq
af 1paq � fpaq px2 � x0q � fpatq

fpaq px1 � x2q

Y � y0 � atf 1paq � fpatq
af 1paq � fpaq py2 � y0q � fpatq

fpaq py1 � y2q (2.47)

Because a is treated as a constant, (2.47) can be rewritten as

X � Px �Qxt�Rxgptq
Y � Py �Qyt�Rygptq (2.48)
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where

gptq � fpatq
Px � x0

Qx � g1p1qpx2 � x0q
g1p1q � gp1q

Rx � x1 � x2

gp1q � x2 � x0

g1p1q � gp1q
Py � y0

Qy � g1p1qpy2 � y0q
g1p1q � gp1q

Ry � y1 � y2

gp1q � y2 � y0

g1p1q � gp1q (2.49)

However, because the method of finding this formula is similar to (2.36), and
it has the same problem (Vary straight line segment length), and it motives
us to find another curve.

2.2.5. Method 5 - Distortion of conic curve

Figure 37

In Figure 31, if we change the circle arc into a common conic curve, a curve
which can be distorted more free will be gained. Let ConeA be a functional
curve (and straight line x � 0 be the axis of symmetry) (Figure 37) which

Px2 �Qy2 �Rx� Sy � Txy � 1 (2.50)

By differentiating both sides, we have

2Pxdx� 2Qydy �Rdx� Sdy � T pdx� dyq � 0 (2.51)
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And the curve satisfies the following conditions:

1q Tangent with y � x at p1, 1q
2q Tangent with y � �x at p�1, 1q (2.52)

Then the simultaneous equation can be gained:

$'''&
'''%
P �Q�R� S � T � 1 (2.53a)

P �Q�R� S � T � 1 (2.53b)

2P � 2Q�R� S � 2T � 0 (2.53c)

2P � 2Q�R� S � 0 (2.53d)

Therefore,

R � T � 0

S � 2

P � �pQ� 1q

Qy2 � 2y � r1� pQ� 1qx2s � 0

y �
a
p1�Qqp1�Qx2q � 1

Q
(2.54)

Let a certain point (0,k) on the curve ConeA, then

k �
?

1�Q� 1

Q
. (2.55)

So (2.54) can be rewritten as

y � fpxq �
a
p1� kq2rk2 � p1� 2kqx2s � k2

1� 2k
p0 ¤ k ¤ 1, k � 0.5q

or y � fpxq � x2 � 1

2
pk � 0.5q. (2.56)
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Let V p2t� 1, fp2t� 1qq be a point on ConeA, then:

ÝÝÑ
AV � ÝÑ

AE �ÝÝÑ
EV

� �ÝÑEA� t
ÝÝÑ
EF � fp2t� 1qÝÑEA

� t
ÝÝÑ
AB � rfp2t� 1q � 1sÝÝÑCD

� t
ÝÝÑ
AB � rfp2t� 1q � 1spÝÑCA� 1

2

ÝÝÑ
ABq p0 ¤ t ¤ 1q (2.57)

Now, change the coordinates of A, B, C to

Apx0, y0q
Bpx1, y1q
Cpx2, y2q (2.58)

So the respect parametric formula of distorted conic curve will be

X � x0 � tpx1 � x0q � rfp2t� 1q � 1spx1 � x0

2
� x2q

Y � y0 � tpy1� y0q � rfp2t� 1q � 1spy1 � y0

2
� y2q (2.59)

We can see that if we change the value of k in (2.56) when we constructing
the curve, the bending rate of the curve will be changed greatly. (Reference
to Figure 29)

2.2.6. Method 6 - Parametric formula of polynomial

The results gained by method 2–5 have a common characteristic, all of their
curves are represented by parametric formula. This phenomenon is due to
the calculating method. And this type of formula can construct the curve
which the formula of common type such as y � fpx) cannot construct. Be-
cause it has such an advantage, in this section, we will try to find out a new
parametric formula polynomial directly.

Let A, B, C be three points on the ordinary coordinate system
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Apx0, y0q
Bpx1, y1q
Cpx2, y2q (2.60)

And there exists a parametric formula

X � f1ptq � a1t
2 � b1t� c1

Y � f2ptq � a2t
2 � b2t� c2 p0 ¤ t ¤ 1q (2.61)

which

f1p0q � x0 f1p1q � x1

f2p0q � y0 f2p1q � y1

f 11p0q � ppx2 � x0q f 11p1q � qpx2 � x1q
f 12p0q � ppy2 � y0q f 12p1q � qpy2 � y1q (2.62)

Therefore,

f1ptq � x0p1� tqG1ptq � x1tG2ptq � c1tpt� 1qx2

f2ptq � y0p1� tqH1ptq � y1tH2ptq � c2tpt� 1qy2 (2.63)

Also,

G1p0q � 1 G2p1q � 1

H1p0q � 1 H2p1q � 1 (2.64)

Therefore,

f 11ptq � x0p1� tqG1
1ptq � x0G1ptq � x1tG

1
2ptq � x1G2ptq � c1p2t� 1qx2

f 12ptq � y0p1� tqH 1
1ptq � y0H1ptq � y1tH

1
2ptq � y1H2ptq � c1p2t� 1qy2

(2.65)
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ppx2 � x0q � x0G
1
1p0q � x0 � x1G2p0q � c1x2

qpx2 � x1q � �x0G1p1q � x1G
1
2p1q � x1 � c1x2

ppy2 � y0q � y0H
1
1p0q � y0 � y1H2p0q � c2y2

qpy2 � y1q � �y0H1p1q � y1H
1
2p1q � y1 � c2y2 (2.66)

G1 � p0q G2p0q � 0

H1 � p0q H2p0q � 0

1�G1
1p0q � 1�H 1

1p0q � p

1�G1
2p1q � 1�H 1

2p1q � �q
c1 � c2 � �p � q (2.67)

Since degpfptqq � degpf2ptqq � 2, we have

G1
1ptq � H 1

1ptq � 1� p

G1
2ptq � H 1

2ptq � �p1� qq (2.68)

Then

G1ptq � H1ptq � p1� pqt� k

G2ptq � H2ptq � �p1� qqt (2.69)

Therefore,

k � 1, p � 2, q � �2 (2.70)

f1ptq � x0p1� tq2 � x1t
2 � 2tp1� tqx2

f2ptq � y0p1� tq2 � y1t
2 � 2tp1� tqy2 (2.71)
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2.2.7. Method 7 - Bezier Curve

Let four points:

Apx0, y0q
Bpx1, y1q
Cpx2, y2q
Dpx3, y3q (2.72)

If we need to construct a curve which

1q Start from A and ends at D;

2q Initial direction is same as
ÝÝÑ
AB, and ending direction is same as

ÝÝÑ
CD,
(2.73)

then we can use the parametric formula:

X � x0p1� tq3 � 3x1p1� tq2t� 2x2p1� tqt2 � x3t
3

Y � y0p1� tq3 � 3y1p1� tq2t� 2y2p1� tqt2 � y3t
3 (2.74)

to define a curve shown in Figure 38:

Figure 38

The curve defined by above method is a type of the Cubic Bezier Curves.
Actually (2.71) is Quadratic Bezier Curves [1].

Although we will not use Bezier curve as the tool of constructing 4-pointdefined
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curve, we can remake the Bezier curve, and become a tool similar to method
5, that means we can change the value of k in the formula to tune the rate
of bending.

Figure 39

We have designed the method of constructing curves as shown in Figure 39:

1q Add a point A1 on AC that
ÝÝÑ
AA1 � k

ÝÑ
AC

2q Add a point B1 on BC that
ÝÝÑ
BB1 � k

ÝÝÑ
BC (2.75)

And draw a Bezier curve defined by A, 1, B1, B four points. Therefore if the
coordinates of A, B, C are

Apx0, y0q
Bpx1, y1q
Cpx2, y2q (2.76)

The following parametric formula can be gained:

X � x0p1� tq3 � 3rx0 � kpx2 � x0qsp1� tq2t
� 3rx1 � kpx2 � x1qsp1� tqt2 � x1t

3

Y � y0p1� tq3 � 3ry0 � kpy2 � y0qsp1� tq2t
� 3ry1 � kpy2 � y1qsp1� tqt2 � y1t

3 (2.77)

2.3. Comparison of curves

After completing the constructing method of above seven types of curves, we
will first conclude the formulas found: (Actually we can easily prove that all
these formulas can construct the curves that satisfy the conditions of Figure
15 , but the procedures of proving are not important so we will skip this
part.)
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Assume there are three points on a plane surface:

Apx0, y0q
Bpx1, y1q
Cpx2, y2q (2.78)

And construct a curve that satisfies the following conditions:

1q Start from A and end at B;

2q Tangent to AC at A, and tangent to BC at B.

The formulas we can use are:

Curve A (by (2.31), (2.42))

x � x0 � x1 � x2 � x2 � x1 � tpx1 � x0q?
2t2 � 2t� 1

y � y0 � y1 � y2 � y2 � y1 � tpy1 � y0q?
2t2 � 2t� 1

� p0 ¤ t ¤ 1q, p0 ¤ K ¤ 1q (2.79)

Curve B (by (2.48))

X � Px �Qxt�Rxgptq
Y � Py �Qyt�Rygptq (2.80)

and:

Px � x0 Qx � g1p1qpx2 � x0q
g1p1q � gp1q Rx � x1 � x2

gp1q � x2 � x0

g1p1q � gp1q
Py � y0 Qy � g1p1qpy2 � y0q

g1p1q � gp1q Ry � y1 � y2

gp1q � y2 � y0

g1p1q � gp1q
gptq � t

3�5K

2 (2.81)
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Curve C (by (2.48), (2.38))

X � Px �Qxt�Rxgptq
Y � Py �Qyt�Rygptq (2.82)

and:

Px � x0 Qx � x2 � x0 Rx � x1 � x2

Py � y0 Qy � y2 � y0 Ry � y1 � y2

gptq � 1�
3�5K

2

b
1� t

3�5K

2 (2.83)

Curve C2

Variable t in (2.82) and (2.83) can be rewritten by the method similar to
(2.38):

T p1�Kq � rpπ
2
� 2qT 3 � pπ � 3qT 2 � π

2
T sK

pT � pπ
2
� 2qt3 � pπ � 3qt2 � π

2
tq (2.84)

to equalize the length of the line segments.

Curve D (by (2.71))

X � x0p1� tq2 � 2tp1� tqx2 � x1t
2

Y � y0p1� tq2 � 2tp1� tqy2 � y1t
2 (2.85)

Curve E (by2.59))

X � x0 � tpx1 � x0q � rfp2t� 1q � 1spx1 � x0

2
� x2q

Y � y0 � tpy1 � y0q � rfp2t� 1q � 1spy1 � y0

2
� y2q (2.86)

and:

fpxq � 1� k

1� 2k
p
a
k2 � p1� 2kqp2x� 1q2 � k � 1q p0 ¤ k ¤ 1, k � 0.5q

or fpxq � 2xpx� 1q pk � 0.5q
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that is

fpxq � � 4p1� kqxp1� xq
1� k �

a
k2 � p1� 2kqp2x� 1q2 p0 ¤ k ¤ 1q

fpxq � 0 pk � 1q (2.87)

Curve F (by (2.77))

X � x0p1� tq3 � 3rx0 � kpx2 � x0qsp1� tq2t� 3rx1 � kpx2 � x1qs
p1� tqt2 � x1t

3

Y � y0p1� tq3 � 3ry0 � kpy2 � y0qsp1� tq2t� 3ry1 � kpy2 � y1qs
p1� tqt2 � y1t

3 (2.88)

We can see that, in above 7 types of curve (C, C2 are counted as 2 types),
no one is relative to method 1, it is because if we want to draw a straight
line by method 1, it is difficult to rearrange X2 �Y 2 � R2 to a suitable one
(R is sufficiently large), therefore we only compare Curve A to F which are
no special limits when constructing curves.

In this part, we will compare these 7 types of curve in the following three
ways:

(1) Speed of constructing curves

The formula will be entry to a computer program, the source code is opti-
mized for computer to calculate. And the computer will continuously draw
the curve within 30 seconds, finally compare the numbers of curve drawn
by different formula. Every curve are formed by 100 line segments, the co-
ordinate of controlling points of curves (A, B, C in (2.78)) and the value of
parameter K (if any) will be randomly generated with a value between 0 and
1, moreover, the computer will not show the curve graphically to improve
the speed of calculating. We will count the number of curves drawn in 1
second with the best result, more curves can be drawn within 1 second is
the better curve.

(2) Degree of average:
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The computer will simulate to draw 10100 curves, every curve has com-
pletely been drawn, the program will calculate the percentage of difference
between the length of each line segments and the mean length of line seg-
ment of curve as the degree of average of the curve, and compare the mean
of degree of average, top, least value of these 10100 results. About the value
setting of the curves, parameter K will be sequentially substituted from 0.00
to 1.00 total 101 values 100 times each, while other values are same as speed
test. The curve with lower mean of degree of average and the top of mean
of degree of average and not on the high side is better.

(3) Rate of change:

We will compare rate of change of height of these 7 types of curve when
the parameter K changes between 0 and 1, also we will discuss the problem
of changing height of curve when K changes. The curve is better with greater
rate of change. (Figure 40 shows the definition of ‘height’, and CD{{AB ,
DFKAB, height of a curve means the greatest value of EF

DF .)

Figure 40
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The followings are the experiment data:
* The numbers inside ( ) are the rank.

(1) Speed of constructing curves

Curve
Number of Curve
drwan per second

The fastest reaches
1000 curves

A 91152 (3) 511
B 32067 (5) 180
C 18710 (6) 105
C2 17474 (7) 98
D 178447 (1) 1000
E 64314 (4) 360
F 158996 (2) 891

(2) Degree of average

Curve
Mean of mean
deviation (%)

Greatest mean
deviation (%)

Lowest mean
deviation (%)

A 30.18 (2) 32.0 (1) 27.5 (4)
B 37.83 (6) 44.5 (5) 31.5 (6)
C 59.62 (7) 76.0 (7) 34.5 (7)
C2 35.91 (5) 42.0 (4) 27.0 (3)
D 34.77 (4) 37.0 (3) 31.0 (5)
E 28.27 (1) 36.5 (2) 0.0 (1)
F 33.17 (3) 47.5 (6) 23.0 (2)

(3) Rate of change

Curve
Rate of change

(%)
Greatest height

(%)
Lowest height

(%)
A 0 (6) - -
B 19 (5) 63 44
C 40 (3) 67 27
C2 40 (3) 67 27
D 0 (6) - -
E 100 (1) 100 0
F 75 (2) 75 0
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In this experiment, the performance of curve E and F are satisfactory, and
the rate of change of curve E reaches 100%, and their heights are directly
proportional to parameter K because these two types of curves are designed
for this condition. For curve F, we cannot increase the height to 100% be-
cause if we force to increase the height of curve F, the curve will bend to
outside as shown in Figure 41.

Figure 41

For curve B and C, they are originally the distortion of known functions,
because the functions have not been carefully designed, when we tune the
value higher (K ¡ 1), the rate of increase of height decreases sharply. Cer-
tainly we can replace K to exponential form such as ak, but the speed of
drawing will decrease to lower than 50% of original. (The speed of drawing
curve B and C are lowest originally) And the rates of average of the curve
are also worse. The only solution of this problem is to change the function
used to ones that are similar to curve E and F. Trivially, using curve E and
F directly is better for sure.

After the three comparisons, trivially, only curve E and F are worth us-
ing, and we need to prove that these two types of curve satisfy the following
conditions before we continue to use them:

If the control point of the curve Apx0, y0q, Bpx1, y1q, Cpx2, y2q are changed
to A1px10, y10q, B1px11, y11q, C 1px12, y12q respectively by the same method of mov-
ing, rotating, or zooming, and every point pX 1

n, Y
1
nq on the curve defined by

A1, B1, C 1 (and t � n in the formula) is the result of moving, rotating, or
zooming of every point pXn, Ynq on the curve defined by A, B, C, we can
define these types of curves as ‘movable’.
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We first prove curve E satisfies above condition:

(1) When A, B, C move to right by MX units, and move upward by MY

units:

X 1
n �x10 � tpx11 � x10q � rfp2t� 1q � 1spx

1
1 � x10

2
� x12q

�x0 �MX � tpx1 �MX � x0 �MXq
� rfp2t� 1q � 1spx1 �MX � x0 �MX

2
� x2 �MXq

�x0 � tpx1 � x0q � rfp2t� 1q � 1spx1 � x0

2
� x2qMX

�Xn �MX

Y 1
n �y10 � tpy11 � y10q � rfp2t� 1q � 1spy

1
1 � y10

2
� y12q

�y0 �MY � tpy1 �MY � y0 �MY q
� rfp2t� 1q � 1spy1 �MY � y0 �MY

2
� y2 �MY q

�y0 � tpy1 � y0q � rfp2t� 1q � 1spy1 � y0

2
� y2qMY

�Yn �MY (2.89)

Therefore curve E can move.
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(2) When A, B, C are magnified by m times relative to origin:

X 1
n � x10 � tpx11 � x10q � rfp2t� 1q � 1spx

1
1 � x10

2
� x12q

� mx0 � tpmx1 �mx0q � rfp2t� 1q � 1spmx1 �mx0

2
�mx2q

� m

"
x0 � tpx1 � x0q � rfp2t� 1q � 1spx1 � x0

2
�mx2q

*
� mXn

Y 1
n � y10 � tpy11 � y10q � rfp2t� 1q � 1spy

1
1 � y10

2
� y12q

� my0 � tpmy1 �my0q � rfp2t� 1q � 1spmy1 �my0

2
�my2q

� m

"
y0 � tpy1 � y0q � rfp2t� 1q � 1spy1 � y0

2
�my2q

*
� mYn (2.90)

Therefore curve E can zoom.
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(3) when A, B, C are rotated anti-clockwise by θ degrees, and let the origin
be the centre:

X 1
n �x10 � tpx11 � x10q � rfp2t� 1q � 1spx

1
1 � x10

2
� x12q

�px0 cos θ � y0 sin θq � trpx1 cos θ � y1 sin θq � x0 cos θ � y0 sin θqs
� rfp2t� 1q � 1s�px1 cos θ � y1 sin θq � px0 cos θ � y0 sin θq

2
� px0 cos θ � y0 sin θq




� cos θ

"
x0 � tpx1 � x0q � rfp2t� 1q � 1spx1 � x0

2
� x2q

*

� sin θ

"
y0 � tpy1 � y0q � rfp2t� 1q � 1spy1 � y0

2
� y2q

*
�Xn cos θ � Yn sin θ

Y 1
n �y10 � tpy11 � y10q � rfp2t� 1q � 1spy

1
1 � y10

2
� y12q

�px0 sin θ � y0 cos θq � trpx1 sin θ � y1 cos θq � x0 sin θ � y0 cos θqs
� rfp2t� 1q � 1s�px1 sin θ � y1 cos θq � px0 sin θ � y0 cos θq

2
� px0 sin θ � y0 cos θq




� sin θ

"
x0 � tpx1 � x0q � rfp2t� 1q � 1spx1 � x0

2
� x2q

*

� cos θ

"
y0 � tpy1 � y0q � rfp2t� 1q � 1spy1 � y0

2
� y2q

*
�Xn sin θ � Yn cos θ (2.91)

Therefore curve E can be rotated.

Combining three results, curve E is ‘movable’.

Obviously, curve F can be easily proved as ‘movable’ if we apply the proving
method that curve E used, so the process will not be shown here.

We need to prove the curve is ‘movable’, because when we create a hu-
man model (by about 10000 small triangle surfaces) in a virtual space, the
position of a construction points of the 3D object are mainly (over 90%)
defined by the control points of other construction points, curves or curved
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surface formulas. When a human model constructed in a virtual space is
movable, we need to use 3D transformation formulas (similar to (1.13), but
the calculating sequence of matrix is different, for details please refer to sec-
tion 4), to move the construction points to new position, so we only apply
the curve formula to control points will better than apply the complex 3D
transformation formula to all points in the 3D object, and use the curve or
curved surfaces which is simpler to define the position of rest of construc-
tion points, this method can reduce the calculation procedure of computer
at least 80%, and the curve or curved surface formulas are movable can pre-
vent unreasonable distortion when the human object is moving.

Generally, curve E and F can both obtain a satisfactory performance, but
we need not to decide which curve is better in this section, may be we have
the conclusion after investigating of curved surface. By the way, curves still
have some characteristics that we can investigate.

2.4. Extra problems about curves

In the investigation of 2.2 and 2.3, we used method (ii) mentioned in 2.1 as
the base of experiments, in this section, we will go extra investigation the
point E mentioned in method (ii).

Assume the coordinates of points A, B, C, D and E in method (ii) are:

Apx0, y0q
Bpx1, y1q
Cpx2, y2q
Dpx3, y3q (2.92)

And Epx4, y4q can also be rewritten as:

Epx1 � npx2 � x1q, y1 � npy2 � y1qq p0 ¤ n ¤ 1q (2.93)

Being a joining point of two curves, although the position of E can be any
one point on BC, we found that the whole complete curve will become the
most ‘beautiful’ when E is located at a certain point.
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Figure 42

In Figure 42, when E is located in the position (i) or (iii), the rate of bending
of the curve seems to be changed suddenly; In the situation (ii), the curve
seems to be natural that it looks like it has no joining point.

We have discovered similar problems when we investigate the circle array
curves, that is: when the incenters of the triangles of two parts of arcs are
joining together, unless the radii of two arcs are equal, otherwise the whole
curve will become unnatural.

We think we can explain and solve the above two problems by the curvature:

For the explicit function y � fpxq, the curvature when x � n[2]:

K � y2n
3
2

a
1� py1nq2

(2.94)

And for some continuous function such as y � axb � c, y � a sinx� b cosx,
y � b loga x, obviously, their curvatures are also continuous, and their shapes
look natural too, therefore we conclude that if we want two parts of curves
can be connected well, the slopes and the curvatures, in addition, of two
curves at joining point are required to become equal.

Assume the parametric of two curves are:

X � fXptq
Y � fY ptq (2.95)
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Therefore,

d2y

dx2
� f 1Y ptq
f 1Xptq

(2.96)

dpd
2y

dx2
q � dpf

1
Y ptq
f 1Xptq

q

� f 1Xptqf2Y ptq � f2Xptqf 1Y ptq
rf 1Xptqs2

dt

� f 1Xptqf2Y ptq � f2Xptqf 1Y ptq
rf 1Xptqs3

dx

Therefore,

K � Y 2
3
2

a
1� py1q2 �

f 1Xptqf2Y ptq � f2Xptqf 1Y ptq
rf 1Xptqs3

� 3
2

d
1�

�
f 1Y ptq
f 1Xptq


2

(2.97)

Because the slopes of two curves are equal when they join each other, when
we want to solve n in (2.93) by K1 � K2, we only need to solve the formula
Y 2

1 � Y 2
2 . (It should be noted that the value of n is between 0 and 1.)

However, sometimes formula Y 2
1 � Y 2

2 has no solutions, one of the reasons
is that the curvature of two curves cannot be equal, such as the situation in
Figure 43, two curves are bended to different directions. That means unless
the curvatures of two curves can both become 0 at certain point, otherwise
we cannot find a perfect joining point.

Figure 43

Besides, in practice, we do not require the curvature of two curves at the
joining point are necessarily the same as it will limit the shapes of the curve,
being a software designer, we will let the user decide the position of E on
BC arbitrarily, and the software should display the curvature centers [2] of
two curves at the joining point as reference. (Nearer the curvatures centers
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at the joining point, better the results.)

And we have completed all the research about curves here.

3. Creating curved surfaces

After obtaining some methods of constructing curves and the relative ex-
perience, in this section, we will discuss how to create curved surfaces in
virtual spaces.

The goal of this section is to obtain the method and formulas of creat-
ing curved surfaces.

3.1. Requirement of creating curved surfaces

There are two common types of curved surfaces:

1q Three vertexes

2q Four vertexes

Figure 44. three vertexes and four vertexes

In this section we will only consider three-vertex curve surfaces because:

(1) Two three-vertex curve surfaces can form a four-vertex curve surface
but not vice versa as shown in Figure 45
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Figure 45

(2) Three-vertex curve surfaces seem to be easier to be created.

For the designed three-vertex curve surfaces, we hope it can satisfy at least
the following two conditions:

(1) Three sides of the curved surface are defined by one curve which is
defined by three points. (Such as curve E and F in section 2);

(2) If there are two curve surfaces and they have a common side, when
they are combined to each other, a new four-vertex curve surfaces will be
formed and certain two sides can be treated as one smooth curve, then the
four-vertex curve surfaces is a smooth curved surface.

Figure 46

3.2. Methods of creating curved surfaces

From above conditions, a curved surface is defined by at least six points,
and if the curves are the results of the following formula:

X � fxpt, uq
Y � fypt, uq p0 ¤ t ¤ 1, 0 ¤ u ¤ 1, t� u � 1q (3.1)
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Then we can treat curved surfaces as:

X � fxpt, u, vq
Y � fypt, u, vq
Z � fzpt, u, vq p0 ¤ t ¤ 1, 0 ¤ u ¤ 1, 0 ¤ v ¤ 1, t� u� v � 1q (3.2)

Assume the coordinates of six points which define the curved surface are[3]:

Apx0, y0, z0q Bpx1, y1, z1q Cpx2, y2, z2q
Dpx3, y3, z3q Epx4, y4, z4q F px5, y5, z5q (3.3)

And the definition points of three sides of the curved surface S0, S1, S2 are

S0 : pA,B,Cq
S1 : pC,D,Eq
S2 : pE,F,Aq

As shown in Figure 47:

Figure 47

Now if the formula of the curve can be represented by curve F in section 2,
then S0, S1, S2 can be rewritten as following:

S0 : F pt, uq � At3 � 3rA� kpB �Aqst2u� 3rC � kpB � Cqstu2 � Cu

S1 : F pu, vq � Cu3 � 3rC � kpD � Cqsu2v � 3rE � kpD � Eqsuv2 � Ev

S2 : F pv, tq � Ev3 � 3rE � kpF � Eqsv2t� 3rA� kpF �Aqsvt2 �At

p0 ¤ t ¤ 1, 0 ¤ u ¤ 1, 0 ¤ v ¤ 1, t� u� v � 1q (3.4)
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And we try to combine the above equations to F pt, u, vq to form a curved
surface formula:

F pt, u, vq �At3 � 3rA� kpB �Aqst2u� 3rC � kpB � Cqstu2

� Cu3 � 3rC � kpD � Cqsu2v � 3rE � kpD � Eqsuv2

� Ev3 � 3rE � kpF � Eqsv2t� 3rA� kpF �Aqsvt2 (3.5)

To simplify the process of examination of the practicability of above for-
mula, we firstly use the formula to create a one eighth sphere, and let the
coordinate of six points in (3.3) be

Ap1, 0, 0q Bp1, 1, 0q Cp0, 1, 0q
Dp0, 1, 1q Ep0, 0, 1q F p1, 0, 1q

pk � 4

3
p
?

2� 1qq (3.6)

And the drawing result:

Figure 48
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Obviously the result is not satisfactory, so after the reference of formula
of Bezier Triangle[3], we decided to increase a control point Gpx6, y6, z6q to
curved surfaces, and rewrite (3.5) as below: (The value of g is to be decided)

F pt, u, vq �At3 � 3rA� kpB �Aqst2u� 3rC � kpB � Cqstu2

� Cu3 � 3rC � kpD � Cqsu2v � 3rE � kpD � Eqsuv2

� Ev3 � 3rE � kpF � Eqsv2t� 3rA� kpF �Aqsvt2
�G � 6gtuv (3.7)

We use (3.7) to create a one eighth sphere again, and the coordinate of G
becomes p1, 1, 1q naturally. For the best results, we firstly substitute 1

3 into

t, u, v in (3.7), and confirm G � 9
?

3� 6k � 7

6
.

And Figure 49 shows the result:

Figure 49

Because we are unable to design a mathematical method to verify whether
(3.7) satisfies the conditions of Figure 46, and the practicability of (3.7), so
it was left until we have improved the relevant ability.
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By the way, we are interested in creating one more curved surface formula,
by using curve E in section 2, (3.4) can be rewritten as

S0 : F pt, uq � At� Cu� tupA� C

2
�Bqfpt, uq

S1 : F pu, vq � Cu� Ev � uvpC � E

2
�Dqfpu, vq

S2 : F pv, tq � Ev �At� vtpE �A

2
� F qfpv, tq (3.8)

and

fpa, bq � � 4p1� kq
1� k �

a
k2 � p1� 2kqp1� 4abq p0 ¤ k   1q (3.9)

By using the method similar to obtaining (3.7):

F pt, u, vq �At� Cu� Ev � 9p
?

3� 1qGtuv
� rtupA� C

2
�Bq � uvpC � E

2
�Dq

� vtpE �A

2
� F q � 3Gtuvsfpt, u, vq (3.10)

and

fpt, u, vq � � 4p1� kq
1� k �

a
k2 � p1� 2kqr1� 4ptu� uv � vtqs (3.11)
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And the result is shown in Figure 50:

Figure 50

If we create the whole sphere by the same method, we will discover that the
sphere created by (3.7) looks more like a sphere, and the lines of the sphere
created by (3.10) look more natural.

3.3. Conclusion

When we just start to investigate curved surfaces, we want to generalize the
method of creating curves in section 2.2 to creating curved surfaces, such as
dividing a curved surface into four ellipsoid is the generalization of dividing
a curves to two arcs in method 1, distorting sphere is the generalization of
distorting circle in method 3, and method 6 is also constructing polynomial
parametric formula directly. But all of them have their critical problems,
for example, the generalization of method 1 to 4 can only create limited
curved surfaces, that means they cannot create both sphere and hyperbolic
paraboloid by single formula. Also we have to face some extremely complex
calculating process when we generalize the method of creating curves to cre-
ating curved surfaces directly. When we investigate curved surface, we have
only considered curve E and F, although they may have the weak points that
the others curves have, but they have the maximum flexibility in shape, and
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the drawing speed is faster than other curves, also they can generalize to
3-dimentional space by vector method, and this can confirm that the curved
surfaces created by these curve is ‘movable’ by the method similar to section
2.4. Finally, although there are a lot of functional formulas such as sinusoid,
pendulum curves, spiral etc, but the calculating speed is very important
to computer graphics, and personal computer software are commonly using
rectangular coordinate system, so we cannot consider trigonometric func-
tions or other complex functions to create curves or curved surfaces, square
root calculating is the acceptable upper limit.

We want the method of creating curved surface to be ocular and easy to
understand, we want the sides of curved surfaces to be created by the curves
we have used well, and we can define a curved surface by only these curves,
so we want to create a curved surface by only six points. And because of the
same reason, we have not considered using Bezier Surface or Bezier Triangle
to be a tool of creating curved surfaces in this section. Also we need to con-
sider the practical use, seven points are needed to define a curved surface,
because we do not want a curved surface formula not to be able to simulate
even a common sphere, but the effect to the shape of curved surfaces by the
seventh point is not ocular, and this motives us to develop a better curved
surface formula, but due to the limit of our ability, the research of curved
surfaces will stop here.

4. Human model

After finishing the above three sections research, by the reference of some
shapes of the objects, we can create 3D objects in virtual space, but our main
goal is creating human model, not only a model having a human shape, the
optimal result is that we can change the pose of the model by changing only
few parameters, then if we continuously change the parameters, a series of
motions can be done.

The above problem can be treated as the research of interactive relationship
of the objects, and this relationship is about the virtual space and objects,
because no matter how the related position of the objects has been changed,
we need to know their position related to virtual space in order to let the
observers observe.
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4.1. Interactive relationship between objects of human models

In this section, we will first consider the interactive relationship of which
objects is frequently used when we create human model. We group these
relations as below:

(1) Oscillating: The relations between upper arm and lower arm can be
grouped as this type. These relations can be treated as object A let a line
of object B as axis, and change its position by rotating by the axis. Other
objects in human model such as the relation between fingers and palms,
thigh and shank can be grouped to this type.

(2) Rotating: The relations between upper arm and wrist can be grouped as
this type. These relations can be treated as object A let a line of object B
as axis, and change its position by rotating by the axis. Obviously, this type
of relation can be treated as same type of (1), but in the view of human, the
rotating direction is different, and upper arm and wrist are let the whole
lower arm to be axis, so the sharp of lower arm will be distorted.

(3) Free transformation: The relations between upper arm and body can
be grouped as this type. This type is the fusion of (1) and (2). The in-
teractive relationship of most complex part of human body is the parts of
backbone (including cervical vertebra), as they include the above three types
of relationships, also backbone can process S shape distortion, and lead the
motions of relative parts more varied. But if we abandon precise human
motion, we only need to decompose backbone part to few relation of type
(3) and simulate.

Therefore we will investigate type (3) only.

4.2. Formulas about free transformation

Assume a man is holding a rectangular shape touch and lighting, he discov-
ered an interesting object and point to it with the torch, and for the best
lighting result, he let the light emitted by the rectangular touch as axis,
and rotated it by certain degrees pθzq. Now if this man defines a coordinate
system for the center, how to describe the direction that the touch pointed
to?
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We have discovered that the relationship between this object and the space
is the opposite of the relationship between observer and virtual space in
section 1, so the following formula that describes this situation is obtained:

�
�x1iy1i
z1i

�
� �

�
�CxCy
cz

�
��RXÑZpθyqRYÑZpθxqRYÑXpθzq

�
�m 0 0

0 m 0
0 0 m

�
�
�
�xiyi
zi

�
�
(4.1)

And when we define a coordinate system for an object (object coordinate),
pxi, yi, ziq is the coordinate that belonged to a point of the object related to
the object coordinate. m is the ratio of unit of object coordinate and unit
of space. pCx, Cy, Czq is the center of object coordinate related to space,
px1i, y1i, z1iq is the location of the point of an object in the space.

From above formula, we can initially simulate human motion, we only need
to treat the objects that required moving as few independent objects and
then create it. And use (4.1) to arrange the relationship of those object,
finally we can create a formula based on time(t) for θx, θy, θz in (4.1) ac-
cording to the required motions, so that when we use the software to simulate
the human model, we can preview the scheduled motions.

When we design the motion degree of the components of human model,
for the users convenient, we will use the following graph as the designing
tools:

Figure 51

In the above graph, we will use the result obtained in section 2 as the tools
of creating curves. Due to time limit, the investigation of developing human
model will stop here.
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Appendix A. Computer Program

Here is the implementations used to plot the curves in Visual Basic. It is
assumed that the constant PI has been declared to be 3.1415926535.

A.1. The program for plotting Curve B

1 Private Type Vector2

2 sngX As Single

3 sngY As Single

4 End Type

5
6 Private Sub vr2OutB( _

7 vr2InputPoints() As Vector2, _

8 sngK As Single, _

9 vr2Output() As Vector2)

10
11 Dim intI As Integer

12 Dim sngT As Single

13 Dim sngTempT As Single

14 Dim sngTempK As Single

15 Dim vr2Const(1 To 2) As Vector2

16
17 sngTempK = 1.5 + sngK * 2.5

18 vr2Const(1).sngX = sngDifNormal(1, sngTempK) * _

19 (vr2InputPoints.sngX(2) - vr2InputPoints.sngX(0)) _

20 / (sngDifNormal(1, sngTempK) - sngNormal(1, sngTempK))

21 vr2Const(2).sngX = _

22 ((vr2InputPoints.sngX(1) - vr2InputPoints.sngX(2)) _

23 / sngNormal(1, sngTempK) - _

24 vr2InputPoints.sngX(2) - vr2InputPoints.sngX(0)) _

25 / (sngDifNormal(1, sngTempK) - sngNormal(1, sngTempK)))

26 vr2Const(1).sngY = sngDifNormal(1, sngTempK) * _

27 (vr2InputPoints.sngY(2) - vr2InputPoints.sngY(0)) _

28 / (sngDifNormal(1, sngTempK) - sngNormal(1, sngTempK))

29 vr2Const(2).sngY = _

30 ((vr2InputPoints.sngY(1) - vr2InputPoints.sngY(2)) _

31 / sngNormal(1, sngTempK) - _

32 (vr2InputPoints.sngY(2) - vr2InputPoints.sngY(0)) _

33 / (sngDifNormal(1, sngTempK) - sngNormal(1, sngTempK)))

34 For intI = 0 To 100

35 sngT = intI / 100

36 sngTempT = sngT ^ sngTempK

37 vr2Output(intI).sngX = vr2InputPoints.sngX(0) + _

38 vr2Const(1).sngX * sngT + vr2Const(2).sngX * sngTempT

39 vr2Output(intI).sngY = vr2InputPoints.sngY(0) + _
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40 vr2Const(1).sngY * sngT + vr2Const(2).sngY * sngTempT

41 Next intI

42 End Sub

43
44 Private Function sngNormal(sngT As Single, _

45 ByVal sngK As Single) As Single

46 sngNormal = sngT ^ sngK

47 End Function

48
49 Private Function sngDifNormal(sngT As Single, _

50 ByVal sngK As Single) As Single

51 sngDifNormal = sngK * sngT ^ (sngK - 1)

52 End Function

A.2. The program for plotting Curve C2

1 Private Sub vr2OutC2( _

2 vr2InputPoints() As Vector2, _

3 sngK As Single, _

4 vr2Output() As Vector2)

5
6 Dim intI As Integer

7 Dim sngT As Single

8 Dim sngTempT As Single

9 Dim sngTempK As Single

10 Dim vr2Const(1 To 2) As Vector2

11
12 sngTempK = 1.5 + sngK * 2.5

13 vr2Const(1).sngX = vr2InputPoints.sngX(2) - vr2InputPoints.sngX(0)

14 vr2Const(2).sngX = vr2InputPoints.sngX(1) - vr2InputPoints.sngX(2)

15 vr2Const(1).sngY = vr2InputPoints.sngY(2) - vr2InputPoints.sngY(0)

16 vr2Const(2).sngY = vr2InputPoints.sngY(1) - vr2InputPoints.sngY(2)

17 For intI = 0 To 100

18 sngT = intI / 100

19 sngT = sngT * ((Pi / 2 - 2) * sngT * sngT + _

20 (3 - Pi) * sngT + Pi / 2)

21 sngT = sngT * (1 - sngK) + _

22 (sngT * ((Pi / 2 - 2) * sngT * sngT + _

23 (3 - Pi) * sngT + Pi / 2)) * sngK

24 sngTempT = (1 - (1 - sngT ^ sngTempK) ^ (1 / sngTempK))

25 vr2Output(intI).sngX = vr2InputPoints.sngX(0) + _

26 vr2Const(1).sngX * sngT + vr2Const(2).sngX * sngTempT

27 vr2Output(intI).sngY = vr2InputPoints.sngY(0) + _

28 vr2Const(1).sngY * sngT + vr2Const(2).sngY * sngTempT

29 Next intI

30 End Sub

31
32 Private Function sngInfiniteSlope(sngT As Single, _
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33 ByVal sngK As Single) As Single

34 sngInfiniteSlope = 1 - (1 - sngT ^ sngK) ^ (1 / sngK)

35 End Function

A.3. The program for plotting Curve E

1 Private Sub vr2OutE( _

2 vr2InputPoints() As Vector2, _

3 sngK As Single, _

4 vr2Output() As Vector2)

5
6 Dim intI As Integer

7 Dim sngT As Single

8 Dim sngTempT As Single

9 Dim sngTempK As Single

10 Dim vr2Const(1 To 2) As Vector2

11
12 sngTempK = (1-sngK) * 0.999

13 vr2Const(1).sngX = vr2InputPoints.sngX(1) - vr2InputPoints.sngX(0)

14 vr2Const(2).sngX = (vr2InputPoints.sngX(1) _

15 + vr2InputPoints.sngX(0)) * 0.5 - vr2InputPoints.sngX(2)

16 vr2Const(1).sngY = vr2InputPoints.sngY(1) - vr2InputPoints.sngY(0)

17 vr2Const(2).sngY = (vr2InputPoints.sngY(1) _

18 + vr2InputPoints.sngY(0)) * 0.5 - vr2InputPoints.sngY(2)

19 For intI = 0 To 100

20 sngT = intI / 100

21 sngTempT = sngConeCurve(4 * sngT * (1 - sngT), sngTempK)

22 vr2Output(intI).sngX = vr2InputPoints.sngX(0) + _

23 vr2Const(1).sngX * sngT + vr2Const(2).sngX * sngTempT

24 vr2Output(intI).sngY = vr2InputPoints.sngY(0) + _

25 vr2Const(1).sngY * sngT + vr2Const(2).sngY * sngTempT

26 Next intI

27 End Sub

28
29 Private Function sngConeCurve(sngT As Single, _

30 ByVal sngK As Single) As Single

31 sngConeCurve = - sngT * (1 - sngK) _

32 / (1 - sngK + Sqr(sngK * sngK + (1 - 2 * sngK) * (1 - sngT)))

33 End Function

A.4. The program for plotting Curve F

1 Private Sub vr2OutF( _

2 vr2InputPoints() As Vector2, _

3 sngK As Single, _

4 vr2Output() As Vector2)

5
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6 Dim intI As Integer

7 Dim sngT As Single

8 Dim sngTempT As Single

9 Dim vr2Const(0 To 2) As Vector2

10
11 vr2Const(0).sngX = 3 * sngK * (vr2InputPoints.sngX(2) - _

12 vr2InputPoints.sngX(0))

13 vr2Const(1).sngX = 3 * (vr2InputPoints.sngX(1) - _

14 vr2InputPoints.sngX(0) + sngK * (2 * vr2InputPoints.sngX(0) - _

15 vr2InputPoints.sngX(2) - vr2InputPoints.sngX(1)))

16 vr2Const(2).sngX = 2 * (vr2InputPoints.sngX(0) - _

17 vr2InputPoints.sngX(1)) + 3 * sngK * (vr2InputPoints.sngX(1) - _

18 vr2InputPoints.sngX(0))

19 vr2Const(0).sngY = 3 * sngK * (vr2InputPoints.sngY(2) - _

20 vr2InputPoints.sngY(0))

21 vr2Const(1).sngY = 3 * (vr2InputPoints.sngY(1) - _

22 vr2InputPoints.sngY(0) + sngK * (2 * vr2InputPoints.sngY(0) - _

23 vr2InputPoints.sngY(2) - vr2InputPoints.sngY(1)))

24 vr2Const(2).sngY = 2 * (vr2InputPoints.sngY(0) - _

25 vr2InputPoints.sngY(1)) + 3 * sngK * (vr2InputPoints.sngY(1) - _

26 vr2InputPoints.sngY(0))

27 For intI = 0 To 100

28 sngT = intI / 100

29 vr2Output(intI).sngX = sngX(0) + vr2Const(0).sngX * sngT + _

30 vr2Const(1).sngX * sngT * sngT + _

31 vr2Const(2).sngX * sngT * sngT * sngT

32 vr2Output(intI).sngY = sngY(0) + vr2Const(0).sngY * sngT + _

33 vr2Const(1).sngY * sngT * sngT + _

34 vr2Const(2).sngY * sngT * sngT * sngT

35 Next intI

36 End Sub

A.5. Reference graphs of section 2.3

The dots (Total 101 dots) represent the mean deviation when the program calcu-
lating. (Every dot is the percentage of mean deviation of 100 results of putting
the corresponding value of K into the formula and calculate.) And the curve is
generated by extracting the (N �1)th point (Total 11 points) and substituting into
Bernstein polynomials[1][4].
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Curve A

Curve B

Curve C
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Curve C2

Curve D

Curve E
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Curve F
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